
As the European Union seemingly crumbles under the
weight of the economic crisis that is engulfing country
after country, questions have arisen, does Turkey NEED
the EU? Or does the EU NEED Turkey?
Turkey’s stock is rising, the country is on the rise; posting better than ever

financial results and growing as one of the fastest nations in the world. The

previous goal of Recep Tayyip Erdogan to orchestrate Turkey’s entry into the

European Union when the Prime Minister first came to power in 2002 now seems in some quarters, as unnecessary and

most importantly – not wanted by the Turks.

Erol Yarar, founder of a business group of 20,000 companies in Turkey, said: “Prime Minister Erdogan wanted to be the

first conservative Muslim leader who would bring Turkey to the West, but after Europe betrayed him, he abandoned those

ambitions. Today, the EU has absolutely no influence over Turkey, and most Turks are asking themselves, ‘Why should we

be part of such a mess?’” Experts say that with the continuing trouble in Europe, Turkey wil l look more to the Arab world

for opportunities; the recent Arab Spring has created an opportunity for Turkey to become a regional power – leaving the

European Union negotiations once and for al l .

Public opinion in Turkey shows that the Turks are not too fond on the idea of joining the European Union either. In 2004 a

poll showed that 73 percent of the Turkish public saw joining the EU as a good thing for Turkey, recent polls in 201 0 show

that only 38 percent of the Turkish public now wish to become a member of the European Union.

Should Turkey join the EU, it won’t be unti l at least 201 4. With Cyprus set to gain presidency of the European Union in

201 2, Turkey is set to put al l negotiations on hold whilst Cyprus has a turn with the presidency of the European Union.

However Turkey’s minister for European Union affairs, Egemen Bagis said that Turkey remained committed to joining the

EU. Bagis said: “Hold on Europe,

Continued on page 3. . .

Turkey to leave the sinking EU before it was even invited



E-mail the advice centre at support@adviceturkey.org or telephone on 0531 8 560 546 - al l queries wil l be answered
confidential ly by our friendly team the same day, so don't hesitate to ask

RESIDENCE - GENERAL
INFORMATION

I f you wish to apply for your first

residency permit don't forget

you can pick up your

application forms and get al l the

information you may require

here at the Foreign Citizens

free ADVICE CENTRE Mon -

Fri 1 0 - 5 or call us on

(0256) 61 23207 anytime
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I f you need the services of a pharmacy at short notice, at least two are open 24 hours
a day in Kusadasi at any one time.

Every pharmacy has a sign in their window showing the locations of the ones that are
on duty that day.

editor@theegeeye.com (0256) 612 32 07
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Residency permit for a child
The following is a list of what you may
need to apply for a residency permit
for a child under 18 years old .
1 . 2 x Colour Residential Statement Forms

2. 4 x passport sized photographs.

3. Original passport.

4. Photocopy of the passport (photo page, page

showing the last entry to Turkey, page showing

passport val idity period).

5. I f already in place, the originals of the parents’

residency permits, and the photocopies of al l

pages which have been used.

6. In first time application the child’s birth

certificate is required; if it is in a foreign language,

then the notary ratified translation is required.

7. The person who wil l accompany the resident

parents must be below 1 8 years of age. In first

time applications;

- if the parents are divorced, the guardianship

decision of the court;

- if the parents are separated, the certificate of

consent of the other parent;

- if one of the parents is dead, the certificate of

death;

- if one of the parents is absent, the absence

certificate issued by the court;

- the notary ratified undertaking of the mother and

father.

8. The child is required to be present during the

proceedings.

9. In case of any last name/surname difference

between child and parents, a document proving

this difference, if this is not in Turkish, then the

notary ratified translation is required to be

brought.

This information was sourced from the
Antalya Police dept.



An unusual integration story: The Belgian expats of Kuşadası
While the arrival of Turkish migrants to Belgium is celebrated with cultural activities, especially on its 50th anniversary, a

quarter of a century old inverse flow of Belgians to Turkey is still a bit of a mystery.
Although Belgian authorities do not have any official records of the first Belgian expats to arrive in the Kuşadası district of Aydın, Belgians have been living in this

area for 27 years.

Many Belgians moved to the warm Aegean district to enjoy their retirement, while some moved to Kuşadası for other reasons and went through the kinds of

difficulties that Turkish immigrants in Belgium did. Many of these Belgian expats say they enjoy l iving in the magnificent atmosphere of Kuşadası and do not miss

their homeland except for Belgian chocolate. Most of the expats say they don’t think, not even for a second, about moving back to Belgium.

One of the Belgian expats, Jean Paul Peters, has opened an integration center for Belgians in Kuşadası cal led Trefpunt Kuşadası , which means “Kuşadası

Meeting Point” in Flemish. Unlike migration centers in other countries, the Trefpunt is located on the ground floor of a house that sits in a residential neighborhood

in the Belgian area of Kuşadası .

Peters has been living in Kuşadası for 27 years. The 63-year-old said he was a teacher in Ghent, which is a Flemish region of Belgium. He says he has a strange

story of how he ended up moving to Turkey. He says providing volunteer language lessons to Turks at a Flemish-Turkish integration center in Ghent in the ’80s is

what made him decide to make the move.

Peters says he first came to Turkey as a tourist and was impressed by the natural helpfulness of the Turkish people. Peters says his experience helped to

increase his interest in Turkey, and he decided to attend Turkish language classes when he returned to Ghent.

Something about Turkey pulled him back, and he decided to work for a Belgian tour operator during the summer season. Before long, he decided to move

permanently to the country, which also gave him a chance to travel across it, from the Black Sea province of Rize to the southeastern province of Mardin. “You

won’t find many Turks who know Turkey as well as I do,” Peters said.

Peters said that after the number of Belgians l iving in Kuşadası increased, he began to organize tours to interesting places in the region, which he had great

knowledge of, since he had been a tour guide for many years. People were pleased with Peters’ tours, and he began to receive more requests to join them.

Peters also began to receive requests from Belgians and Dutch who had moved to Turkey and wanted to learn Turkish from him. He says that at first he was not

sure how to teach basic Turkish but later decided to accept the offer since his profession is teaching. He explains that his aim is to help people l ive their l ives in

Turkey as easily as possible.

“My aim is to make [Belgian] people feel as if they are at home. What I mean is that I try to help them so that they are able to communicate with their Turkish

neighbors,” said Peters. “Integration could be accomplished with 1 01 different methods, but I think learning Turkish is the best option. ”

The Belgian expat says he feels total ly integrated with l ife in Turkey but adds that it takes time for foreigners to adapt to Turkish culture. Peters explained that for

example when Belgian expats participate in his tours they find it strange for local people to ask them to tea or give them a piece of fruit.

He says some of the expats try to give something in return, but local people do not accept and usually say that it’s a part of Turkish hospital ity and culture to

share. Peters adds that he sees helping Belgians understand how to adapt to Turkish culture as a duty.

He not only provides basic Turkish classes at Trefpunt and organizes tours in the region, but also helps expats with other needs like obtaining a driving l icense or

other legal matters. Expats are also provided famous Turkish authors’ books translated into Flemish and Flemish books about Turkey and the Anatol ian culture.

On the weekends Peters also teaches Dutch to children of Belgian and Dutch famil ies who attend Turkish schools during the week. These language classes are

financed and supported by the Dutch government.

However, chi ldren who speak both languages at the same level choose to speak Turkish among themselves. Moreover they are able to help their famil ies with

interpreting legal issues they may face.

Peters and other Belgians in Kuşadası say people in the region are friendly to the expats and

have sympathy towards them. When the police, businesses or any other people are asked on the

street what they think about the expats, they say they have no complaints.

In fact the municipal ity wants to help make the expats’ l ives more comfortable. Murat Saraç, a

municipal official , says they have set up an information center for foreign residents to call and

speak about any problems they may have.

Kuşadası Mayor Esat Altungün says that the region’s people have never shown any negative

reaction towards the Belgian residents, even when Kuşadası started to become a holiday resort in

the ’80s.

Source Zaman .

continued from front page...
Turkey is coming to the rescue.” And that’s that – Turkey could now be the one nation that Europe needs to rescue its faltering economy. Bagis said that with the

young work force in Turkey and the recent growth in the nation, Turkey could now be a huge asset to the EU – should Turkey want to be.

When negotiations first began all those years ago, Europe has been dithering over Turkey’s membership ever since, and negotiations have hit a stand sti l l . This

could come back to hurt the union more than they had anticipated previously. With the Arab Spring starting to look ever more prosperous for Turkey, it seems that

Europe could l ive to regret the long negotiation period with Turkey over membership. The power of Turkey is rising, seems as though Europe missed the boat with

the potential in Turkey.

Source: Property Turkey For Sale
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Only 10km from the busy Aegean resort of Kusadasi, lying in a fertile bowl valley
beneath the protected pine forests of Gul Dar (Rose Mountain) is Kirazli Koyu
(Cherry Village).
Cooled by fragrant pine scented breezes Kirazl i is a world away from the hot and bustl ing tourist centers of

the coastal strip.

Unti l recently Kirazl i was a well kept secret but the fantastic traditional restaurants, clean air, beautiful

scenery and hiking trai ls mean the vil lage is now blossoming as a base from which independent travellers

can explore the treasures of the area - breath taking Ephesus, the Cave of Zeus and the diverse and

fascinating natural bounty of the National Mil l ipark and the clean coves and beaches of the Aegean coast.

Now a certified organic vi l lage Kirazl i is actively promoting sustainable farming, encouraging self sufficiency and diversity amongst the local farmers and under

a co-operative scheme and their own label marketing the vil lage cottage industries that produce organic jams, preserves and oils.

The traditional values of welcoming guests are upheld without exception and generous vil lagers regularly share the bounty of their cottage gardens with

visitors and it is common to find small , shy children on your doorstep of an evening having been sent around with bags of grapes, plums and cherries.

What Kirazl i has is shares with everyone. The natural beauty, the friendship of its inhabitants and the slow, steady pace of it's l ifestyle.

Kirazl i is quickly becoming a byword throughout the vicinity as a lovely natural retreat for peace and relaxation.

We invite you to explore and experience this community and all it represents.
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Europcar Turkey car rental offers you low prices, great service and

new vehicles. Located at airports, rai lway stations and in city centres

Europcar car rental stations are where you need them. For business or

pleasure, Europcar has the right rental car or truck for you.

With Europcar you are guaranteed to get ful l insurance cover with no

excess unlike with some of their competı tors,

If you are a homeowner Europcar has a very special offer of 30%

discount on all car rentals umtil further notice,

Check out the Europcar advertisement on the front page for

details.

30% Discount forHomeowners

Travell ing Further Afield

Hierapolis and Pamukkale

Around a 3 hours drive east from the popular holiday
resort of Kusadasi or 4 hours drive north of Antalya,
you will find the ancient city of Hierapolis.
Founded in the 2nd century B.C. Hierapolis is a UNESCO World

Heritage Site whose name translates as “Sacred City” and is a

beautiful and unreal landscape. A trip to Hierapolis rewards tourists

with a selection of historic remains of the city, including the

amphitheatre the tombs of the Necropolis and the remains at the

Temple of Apollo (the Greek God of the Sun).

The area is also famous for the Pamukkale hot springs, which appear white, due to the calcium deposited

by the waters. Visitors to the springs can bathe in the warm waters which were once believed to have healing

properties.

Kirazl i Koyu

The ultimate shampoo and set for
your car.

Full car valet inside and out for
only 15 TL.

Undercover Parking....
Multi storey car park at the end of

Bar Street.

Full Car Valet



Adaland is one of the best ten aquaparks in the world !
Adaland is the coolest hotspot of
Kusadasi, featuring drenching water
adventure rides for a full splash fun
day.
A world of unl imited fun, thri l ls, excitement and

lush greenery is only a few km away from

Kusadası and waiting just for you !

You and your family wil l enjoy the thri l ls and spil ls of the heart thumping adrenaline rush in the

most fascinating sun-washed water park ever created.

They have a wide range of excellent facil ities and water-based rides for a ful l day of fun,

whether you make a splash in cool blue waves, take a thri l l ing plunge down the awesome and

mild water sl ides to a splash pond below, just leisurely relax and float around the lazy river or

just soak up the sun on the cool grassy beaches.

Let your laughter echo throughout the splashtastic cool escape !

Guests wil l enjoy splashing fun with more than 20 fantastic rides and attractions while the thri l l

seekers can experience the fastest watersl ides and catch the wildest rides of their l ives.

Overflowing fun during a splash day at a cool place! Dolphins . . . . The incredible creatures of

seas. . . Just waiting for you . . . .

Come and meet these wonderful mammals , touch them and swim with them.. .
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Visitors Section

Name : Ege Eye

Adaland
Long Beach is only 15 minutes drive away from
Kusadasi. It is a 6 km long beach area south of

Kusadasi.
The coastal area is

occupied by hotels

and Turkish summer

house complexes.

Long Beach offers

deck chairs,

Showers, toi lets,

cafes, restaurants

and especial ly water sports l ike water skiing, parasail ing and

jet skiing.

Located just 10 minutes outside Kusadasi on the Aydin road you will find the
Garden by Sozlum.
Surrounded by natural beauty with vast pine forests and many olive groves this unique location is a firm

favourite with famil ies locals and tourists al ike.

Why not bring a picnic and relax around the beautiful picnic areas. While the children play in the large

playground area you can have a walk around the many garden areas where you can enjoy the many

splendid flowers and trees.

For the more energetic there is also a large swimming pool, footbal l fields and tennis courts for you to

enjoy. Garden by Sozlum is always aiming at providing the best possible service with its attractive

facil ities and sports and fun activities offering countless recreational possibi l ities

If you fancy a nice meal while you are there, Garden by Sozlum can offer you many choices with a ful l A la carte restaurant a picturesque terrace restaurant or

a cafeteria if you just want a snack. Their choice of dishes include traditional Turkish, Indian, Chinese and Mexican.

I f you would l ike a really enjoyable fun day out in these truly lovely gardens just hop on the Aydin bus from the centrum and tel l the driver to drop you at the

Garden by Sozlum .

Garden by Sozlum

Name ; @ The Ege Eye

Follow us on these sites... .

Long Beach
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Euro 2012 fixtures
Euro 2012 fixtures : All the fixtures for the 2012 European Championships in Poland and Ukraine
Times given are Turkish time. Take off 1 hour for Europe and 2 hours for UK time.
Check around the town for which places are showing your favourite games.

Friday, June 8 2012

1 9.00 Poland - Greece

21 .45 Russia - Czech Republic

Saturday, June 9 2012
1 9.00 Netherlands - Denmark

21 .45 Germany - Portugal

Sunday, June 10 2012
1 9.00 Spain - I taly

21 .45 Republic of Ireland - Croatia
Monday, June 11 2012
1 9.00 France - England
21 .45 Ukraine - Sweden

Tuesday, June 12 2012
1 9.00 Greece - Czech Republic

21 .45 Poland - Russia

Wednesday, June 13 2012
1 9.00 Denmark - Portugal

21 .45 Netherlands - Germany

Thursday, June 14 2012
1 9.00 I taly - Croatia

21 .45 Spain - Republic of Ireland
Friday, June 15 2012
1 9.00 Ukraine - France

21 .45 Sweden - England
Saturday, June 16 2012
21 .45 Czech Republic - Poland

21 .45 Greece - Russia

Sunday, June 17 2012
21 .45 Denmark - Germany

21 .45 Portugal - Netherlands

Monday, June 18 2012
21 .45 Croatia - Spain

21 .45 I taly - Republic of Ireland

Tuesday, June 19 2012
21 45 England - Ukraine
21 .45 Sweden - France

Thursday, June 21 2012
21 .45 Group AWinner - Group B Second
Place

Friday, June 22 2012
21 .45 Group B Winner - Group A Second
Place

Saturday, June 23 2012
21 .45 Group C Winner - Group D
Second Place

Sunday, June 24 2012
21 45 Group D Winner - Group C Second
Place

Wednesday, June 27 2012
21 45 Semi-Final ist 1 - Semi-Final ist 2

Thursday, June 28 2012
21 .45 Semi-Final ist 3 - Semi-Final ist 4

July 2012Sunday, July 1 201 2
21 .45 Final ist 1 - Final ist 2

Easy Medium Hard

Sports & Puzzles



London 2012: Duran Duran headline Olympics gig
Duran Duran will represent musical talent from England at the concert
Duran Duran are to headline a concert in London's Hyde Park to mark the start of the Olympic Games.

The gig wil l feature acts from all four nations of the UK, with Duran Duran representing England and Snow Patrol appearing for Northern

Ireland.

Stereophonics wil l represent Wales and Paolo Nutini wil l play for Scotland.

The concert on 27 July wil l coincide with the Olympics opening ceremony, which wil l be broadcast on big screens in the park in between performances.

Another concert marking the end of the Olympics wil l be held in Hyde Park on 1 2 August, with a "Best of British" l ine-up comprising Blur, New Order and The Specials.
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How to Avoid Mosquito Bites

Nobody cares for mosquitoes, perhaps because they seem to serve no useful function
for humans. For most mosquito species, the female draws food for her developing eggs
by inserting her proboscis into the flesh of a mammal or reptile and drawing blood.
Unfortunately the mosquito's bite also brings along discomfort, pain, and sometimes
disease, or even an allergic reaction in a growing number of cases. Diseases spread by
the mosquito are numerous in certain areas and include millions of deaths by malaria
each year, as well as recent outbreaks of the West Nile Virus. Not all mosquito species
transmit disease to humans, but because they're so small it is difficult to easily tell
which species is in your vicinity. Bite prevention is the best cure, so in other words,
deter the mosquito before it bites you.

To Prevent Individual Mosquito Bites
Kil l the mosquito by grabbing it out of the air. Unless you practice this a great deal, you wil l find it hard to accomplish and the air of your moving hand gives the

mosquito plenty of warning, and can even blow it out of your grasp.

Kil l the mosquito with a mosquito swatter. The swatter, usually made of a thicker metal or plastic, is mounted on the end of a springy wire, dramatical ly increasing your

chances of hitting a stationary mosquito by increasing the momentum of the swat. You can also use your hand in a similar fl ipping motion.

Kil l the flying mosquito with a double-handed clap. Using two hands is more effective than one, as the air coming from each hand wil l blow the mosquito into the

opposing palm.

I f the mosquito lands on your arm, tightening the arm's muscles may cause the mosquito to become stuck. At this point you can just slap at the mosquito, or clench

your muscles even more. This sometimes causes the mosquito to fi l l up with too much blood and explode.

I f al l these techniques are not working, you may want to give it another try by catching the mosquito with a transparent cup. Slowly place a cup (preferably a hard

material) over the mosquito and then sl ide some paper underneath this cup. This gives you control over the mosquito and can provide you with a more pacifistic

approach, instead of just ki l l ing the mosquito.

To Prevent Many Mosquito Bites
Wear mosquito repellent. Use insect repellent on uncovered skin surfaces when outdoors, especial ly during the day. When using sunscreen, apply it before insect

repellent.

Repellents containing 30% to 50% DEET (N,N-diethyl-m-toluamide) are recommended for adults and children over 2 months of age and effective for several hours.

Repellents with lower amounts of DEET offer shorter-term protection and must be applied more often.

Protect infants less than 2 months of age by using a carrier draped with mosquito netting with an elastic edge for a tight fit.

Experiment with non chemical solutions such as Citronella (natural plant oi l). As with any product, their effectiveness depends on the situation, your own skin

chemistry, and the exact type of mosquito you are dealing with. Also tea tree oil and taking vitamin B supplements really helps.

Wear loose, long-sleeved shirts and long pants when outdoors. Clothing may also be sprayed with repellent containing permethrin or another EPA-registered

repellent for greater protection. (Remember: don't use permethrin on skin.)

Avoid areas prone to mosquito infestations. Mosquitoes are often attracted to water, especial ly standing water.

DON'T waste money on an electric hanging bug "zapper." These have been shown to kil l many bugs very effectively but general ly the bugs kil led are the non-harmful

ones. plus, the noise they generate tends to be obnoxious. Mosquitos can be more effectively ki l led by one of the dedicated machines that use heat and carbon

dioxide to attract the mosquitos and then entrap or kil l them using nets, containers or chemicals.

Sleep with a mosquito net over your bed, but check for holes regularly.

Make sure you are not touching the net anywhere while you sleep.

Avoid wearing heavy, dark clothing in warm weather. Mosquitos are attracted to warm bodies, so staying cool is an effective way to avoid bites.



The Ege Eye is committed to helping causes and charities in the

local area and has teamed up with The Ponz Charity Social Club.

Each month we will be giving the charity a FREE supply of

newspapers which they can then sell and use the money towards

their funds. So, purchase a copy from them and not only will you

get to read a copy of your local newspaper you will also be

donating towards a worthy cause.

Boring, dul l , l ifeless hair? Come and visit

us today at our modern and new hair

salon. We guarantee you wont be

dissapointed.

Located on the wednesday market, same street as

Gossips Cafe Bar (see our advert on front page)
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*now including useful advice articles and updated daily

Check out The Ege Eye online at:

What is a Co-Operative

When buying a house or apartment in Kusadasi the most important thing to know is, is it a CoOp or a finished site. The
second most important thing to know is how do you find out. Normally the CoOp system works very well for Turkish
people and has been around for a long time.
So, what's a CoOp
A Co-Operative, is a system were by a number of people get together and pool their resoures to build. The setting up of a Co-Op is control led by the local

council where the C0-Op is first started, for example, a house in Kusadasi might have been started by people who formed a Co-Op in Bursa or Istanbul. The

main reason it takes so long to finish a Co-Op is that it depends on the amount of money that the members have to invest from year to year.

So, What are the rules
The Co-Op must have a yearly meeting with its members and the committee managers, to discuss all progress and to decide on the budget. In order to have a

say at the meeting you must attend and agree or disagree with the reports that are presented at the meeting. All the menbers agree on the amount of money

they are able to pay towards the Co-Op for the coming year. This money is not a maintainance fee, it's to finish ground work or paths etc. One of the most

important things to know is that if one of the members cannot pay the agreed monthly amount, they are charged interest on the unpaid amount. Example, 1 00

Euro per month for 1 2 months is 1 ,200 Euro. I f this amount is not paid then the amount owing could be more than double. When you buy in a Co-Op you

become a shareholder and take on any debt owing on the persons share you are buying and have to contribute to the cost of finishing the project.

Is it a finished Site or a CoOp, how do you find out?
Get an independent Solicitor to handle this for you, in our view it's the only way! When buying in Kusadası you are not required to use a Solicitor. A Solicitor

may cost you some money but it could be the best money you wil l spend. Get the Solicitor to find out al l the information for you about the Co-Op and then you

can make your decision. Do not be rushed into buying, I f you are, take this as a warning sign.
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Turkey’s olive producer Marmarabirlik
has begun exporting olives to China
following Prime Minister Recep Tayyip
Erdoğan’s visit to the country.
Marmarabirlik President Hidamet Asa,
who was part of the prime minister’s
entourage, said after visiting several
Chinese food producers, they have begun
exporting olives to China.

“The products we brought with us, especial ly those that are low in sodium like

our ‘Gold’ product, received a lot of interest and we sent our first shipment, ”

said Asa in a written statement. “Maybe we can’t feed an olive to every one of

China’s 1 .5 bil l ion population, but at least we opened the door,” he continued.

Asa also said they were exploring the option of exporting ol ive oil as well to

China.

Marmarabirl ik already exports to markets such as Japan, Kuwait, Bosnia,

Ukraine, Russia and Greece.

Asa said Marmarabirl ik’s production cycle is from Nov. 1 to March 31 and that

from Nov. 1 to March 31 , 201 2, the company increased its exports by 44

percent from the year before.

“On a lira basis, this amounts to 65 percent growth and on a dollar basis 40

percent growth,” said Asa.

Meanwhile, the president of the National Olive and Olive Oil Council (UZZK),

Mustafa Tan, said yesterday at the second Olive and Olive Oil Fair in İzmir that

Turkey was taking huge steps in ol ive production. He said per capita

consumption of ol ives in Turkey had risen from 800 grams to two kilogram

source Hurriyet

The other day I had the pleasure to do a midmorning walk
with one of the country’s leading mayors in his magnificent
native city. The rays of a late spring sun almost showing off
its full summer splendor may have led less investigative
commentators to a somewhat rosetinted perception of that
when ‘The Boss’ shows you around all looks fine, great,
perfect.
In the full knowledge of that ‘curiosity killed the cat’ I
nevertheless could not refrain from persistently asking
multiple questions about this or that infrastructure project,
listening in to what ordinary people had to tell their mayor as
they freely approached him at almost every corner of our just
over four kilometer long tour and once having parted ways
began to reflect about the state of relations between ‘them’,
our elected office holders, and ‘us’, the electorate. Actually,
as far as I am concerned it should be more of a ‘we’ anyways!
Expatriates seldom get to know their local Turkish office holders. One reason is

that work keeps us busy, another that family matters matter more or that we

simply do not wish to get involved at al l as we are not able to cast our votes at

the ballot box.

Yet l iving in an adopted second home country, owning property here and

perhaps even sending our children to a nearby school should not result in us

l iving a kind of China Town existence in the sense of that whilst we live bang in

the thick of things we are hardly ever noticed nor taken particular care of.

On the one hand expatriate l ife in this country, Turkey, is so much easier as our

hosts if evaluated from personal experience are more than happy to let us in on

their l ives, their daily chores or fortunes. Turks love to chat, love to chat over a

glass of freshly brewed tea or a pint depending on personal preference of

course!

On the other hand Turkish politicians need more time to get used to ‘us’ as

they understand only too well that we do not have a vote despite l iving ful l time

in their town or city. And there is of course the language barrier. However, let us

be fair – how many German or French mayors speak fluent I tal ian or Greek or

Turkish o

So how can we as expatriates - regardless of whether Turkey’s EU accession

wil l happen sooner (hopeful ly) or later (regrettably) which wil l imply that al l

fel low EU citizens are able to vote in local Turkish elections similar to al l Turkish

citizens residing in another EU country would be able to vote in our local

elections (but not for national parl iaments) – get closer to Kuşadası ’s political

managers?

Option A): Become a member of one of the manifold local charities or non-
governmental organizations and establish contact with the Municipal ity. Prepare

a bi-l ingual info leaflet, drop it off at the Belediye, and invite a representative to

your next (relevant) meeting, ideal ly with an interpreter in tow.

Option B): Check out this newspaper and the internet as well as the

municipal ity’s own calendar of events and participate in public events hosted by

the Belediye. Most recently the 36th National Tourism Week was an occasion

upon which elected office holders and ‘non protocol’ guests would mix and

mingle and be total ly at ease with each other.

I participated in an event nearby and whether it was the district governor or the

mayor or the president of the chamber of commerce everyone was there and

was ready to talk and listen.

Option C): Get in touch with your Turkish neighbors and inquire about whether
and when they are about to go to a small or large scale public event with the

attendance of the mayor and/or one of his deputies. I t could be the opening of a

new stretch of road, the inauguration of a new public building or a cocktai l for

Turkish businesspeople.

Your Turkish hosts wil l be only too happy to introduce you to the office holder as

they love to be seen in the company of Kuşadası ’s international residents and

guest’s as after al l we live in a tourism resort of the highest cal iber! Learn a few

phrases in Turkish before you set off!

Option D – Z): You tel l me!

I think it is high time that our Turkish elected office holders accept us right into

their midst and once the ‘we’ is established begin to l isten to our concerns, too.

There is an Advice Center, there is a Help Desk embedded in the Belediye, but

expat contacts with politicians should not be limited to expressing justified

concerns about a problem here and there.

I t should be about a new, more multicultural approach promoted both from our

side as well as from that of the Town Hall . I t worked

tremendously well in the city where I had the pleasure

to do my ‘Mayor plus international import’ - morning

walk, so why not here in Kuşadası , too?

Questions as always Klaus.jurgens@gmail.com

Close encounters of the 3rd kind? ‘Hayır’ – it’s your local politicians!

Chinese taste Turkish olives



Visa agreement for Turkey not faraway
Visa agreement with
Turkey is near says vice
president of European
Commission.
A comprehensive visa
facilitation agreement
between Turkey and the
European Union is not far

away, the vice president of the European Commission said
after talks with Turkish ministers in Ankara recently.
“The countries who agree to visa-free travel must be able to handle al l

possible flows of people. This is the key issue and must be discussed in

detai l . But I understand the process is ongoing and there are several

developments also to give visa facil itation to business people and drivers.

We move by small steps, but I think a big agreement is not very far away,”

Siim Kallas, who is also the EU commissioner responsible for transport, told

reporters recently.

Kallas paid a visit to Turkey to improve transport cooperation between the

EU and Turkey. During his visit, Kallas met with Transportation Minister

Binal i Yı ldı rım, EU Minister Egemen Bağış and Foreign Minister Ahmet

Davutoğlu. After attending a ground breaking ceremony for the

modernization project of the Irmak-Karabük-Zonguldak railway line, which is

funded by the EU and aimed at modernizing the north to south freight

connection from the Western Black Sea region to Europe, Kallas and

Yı ldırım discussed detai ls of rai lway reform and railway cooperation between

the EU and Turkey. The EU is developing its common European air space

and aims to have larger air space, including Turkey, Kallas said while

stressing that harmonizing the safety arrangements wil l be the first step in

this respect.

source : Hürriyet Daily News
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Airlines told: Pay compo for delays
FURIOUS airlines were
yesterday told they must
pay passengers up to
£480 compensation each
for delayed flight.
An EU judge said the firms

should fork out when customers

are left waiting for over three

hours.

Advocate General Yves Bot

rejected a joint challenge from British Airways, easyJet and Thomson Holidays

owner TUI .

His landmark rul ing is aimed at settl ing a legal row over a regulation introduced in

2004.

Experts said it could force airl ines to shell out £1 BILLION a year in compensation.

Payouts for delayed inter-EU fl ights of 930 miles or less wil l be £1 99. Passengers

delayed on inter-EU fl ights of 930 to 1 ,860 miles can expect £320.

All other delayed fl ights wil l set airl ines back a whopping £480 per passenger.

Consumer watchdogs last night said Brits should be celebrating. Bob Atkinson, of

Travelsupermarket, told The Sun: “Now you know you’re entitled to compensation

for a delay, just as you would be if a fl ight is cancelled.”

The rul ing has to be rubber stamped by the European Court but already a new

website called Flight-Delayed, which offers to submit compo claims for Brits, has

been launched.

BA said: “We are aware of today’s non-binding opinion by the Advocate General

and we await the final rul ing.”

source The Sun.

Transportation Minister Binalı Yıldırım
says the government is planning to
hold a tender this year for the
construction of a third airport for
Istanbul to ease the air traffic at
Istanbul’s two main airports
Passengers go through security control at

Istanbul’s Atatürk International Airport. A new

airport planned for Istanbul wil l have the capacity to

hold 1 00 mil l ion people. AA photo

Turkish Transportation Minister Binal Yı ldırım said

on Apri l 21 that the government was planning to

open a tender for the construction of a third airport

in Istanbul.

Yı ldırım said Istanbul’s Atatürk Airport was currently

functioning at double its capacity, because of

ongoing renovations and capacity restructuring at

the airport.

“We are directing some fl ights to other airports, and

we wil l provide more opportunities for scheduled

fl ights, ” Yı ldırım told reporters in Istanbul.

He said these were short or medium-term

measures to rel ieve traffic at the airport.

100 million capacity
“We wil l hold a tender for the construction of a third

airport in Istanbul within this year,” Yı ldırım added.

At the opening of the Trump Towers Mall in Istanbul

on Apri l 1 9, Prime Minister Recep Tayyip Erdoğan

first announced that the government planned to

build a new airport, capable of holding 1 00 mil l ion

people, in Turkey’s largest city.

Istanbul’s Atatürk Airport hosted 20.3 mil l ion

international passengers and had international

commercial fl ight traffic of around 1 78,81 7 in 201 0.

These figures were 11 .8 mil l ion and 94,887

respectively for domestic traffic. The airport hosted

more than 36 mil l ion passengers in 2011 ,

according to Yı ldırım.Hürriyet Daily News

Noting that delays are becoming more frequent at

the Atatürk Airport, Minister Yı ldırım said, the daily

fl ights at the facil ity have already started exceeding

1 ,000.

“Building a new runway here is not the solution,”

Yı ldırım said. “The cost of a planned paral lel

runway is 5 bil l ion Turkish Liras.

The ministry was also working on renewing parking

to ease the traffic, he also said. “Some of the

delays are related with that, ” he said. The airport

operator is working on a new parking area at the

mil itary plot nearby. The construction work there is

about to finish, the minister also said.

I f you would l ike regular fl ight prices, availabi l ities

and special offers, please email on the address

given below and they wil l add you to their mail ing

l ist.

They also have cruise ships operating in the

Aegean Sea and Mediterranean Sea, for more

information, please contact them on the numbers

or the email address below

Our First Choice & Thomson office is at :

Tantur / TUI Travel Plc. Kadinlar Denizi Mah.

Aldas Mevkii Koroglu Sit.

B Blok. Kusadasi. (2nd Floor)

(On the Soke Road towards Kipa, Past Opet

Garage, Turn right at the A-Plus Concept furniture

shop, next to Ada Residence apts. )

0090 256 61 8 2499

 0090 530 549 3085

berna.demiragl i@thomson.co.uk

Resort office hours: 1 0.00 – 1 3.00 & 1 3.30 – 1 8.00

For our out of office hours please call

24/7 UK fl ight l ine number 0044 247 628 2327

First Choice & Thomson
Holidays

Ministry to hold tender for third Istanbul airport
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Turkish Reciprocity law approved by President opens Title Deeds, TAPU,
for all nationals

Long awaited reciprocity laws finally arrives removing restrictions on Title Deed, TAPU, acquisitions by Middle East, GCC,
Azerbaijan, Belarus, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan
Nationals of Middle East, I ran, GCC, Azerbaijan, Belarus, Kazakhstan, Kyrgzstan, Russia and other Ex-Soviet Republics, South America, Austral ia and several

other countries are now able to purchase property in Turkey fol lowing the approval of the long awaited reciprocity law by the Turkish President.

The current law in existance only al lowed nationals of countries, where there was a reciprocity agreement in place with Turkey for real estate acquisitions. Such

countries included EU countries, Canada, USA. However, nationals of countries without reciprocity with Turkey could not register title deeds (TAPU) in Turkey.

Property acquisitions by nationals of countries without reciprocity had to be via Turkish registered l imited companies, which was a costly exercise with some

potential tax implications that deterred many would be buyers.

The new law, which allows non-reciprocal country citizens to acquire freehold title deeds to their names, wil l soon be published in the official gazette.

I t is expected that foreign direct investment in Turkey wil l now reach record levels with a large number of Middle East, GCC and Ex-Soviet investors eying up the

lucrative Turkish real estate market, which has been steadily del ivering strong capital growth year after year. Coupled with the strength of Turkish economy and

healthy projections for the next 5-1 0 years, it is inevitable that the new law wil l cause yet another flood of foreign funds in to Turkey. Interest from Middle East

and GCC countries are at an all time high. With trouble sti l l looming in most of the Middle East and slow economic recovery of the Euro zone and US, a healthy

Turkish market is prime source of investment now.

The timing of this law could not have been any better for the Turkish economy, yet another boost, yet another move to divert funds into Turkey. One should

review this development in l ine with last week"s change of law in the size of land that foreign nationals can purchase in Turkey. Foreign nationals can now

purchase up to 30 hectares of land in Turkey and it is expected that this figure wil l soon go up to 60 hectares .source Property Turkey.

Sector enjoys marriage boom
Turkey’s ‘wedding industry’ expects a sharp increase in the number of couples to say ‘I do’ this
year, mainly due to the economic stability in the country. Turkey hosts about 500 international
weddings every year, they also say.
The growing number of marriages in Turkey promises big profits this year for some 20 related sectors on the eve of peak

wedding season, according to professionals.

The number of companies offering turn-key wedding ceremonies has already jumped to about 300 from a mere 50 only a few

years ago as some 650,000 couples say “I do” every year.

Professionals also expect a 1 5 percent rise in this figure this year.

Although there is no concrete data on the volume of the whole “wedding economy” in Turkey, Istanbul is the city that holds the second-largest number of weddings

after Las Vegas, according to Meltem Tepeler, the founding chairperson of the Creative Events Planning and Implementing Association (YAPED).

The country hosts some 500 international weddings annually, Tepeler told Anatol ia news agency in a recent interview.

Couples from Saudi Arabia, Lebanon, Jordan, Azerbaijan and Russia show the most interest in weddings in Turkey, she added.

The volume of the wedding organizing business is around $200 mil l ion, she said. The global figure stands at $1 65 bil l ion, according to her. The U.S. market has a

$90 bil l ion share in total.

Mustafa Akay, the owner of a famous local bridal gown maker, said he expected a 1 5 percent increase in weddings this year due to the economic stabil ity in the

country. Bridal gowns cost usually between 1 ,000 Turkish Liras and 4,000 liras. Istanbul hosts up to 1 20,000 weddings every year. Turkish people spend $1 95

mil l ion on wedding gowns each year, he said.

Cheers!
Photographers take between 3,000 and 6,000 photos during a single ceremony, said photographer Bülent Ulucay, who has been in the business for 34 years.

The prices range between 2,000 and 5,000 liras. However, some amateurs wil l do it for as l ittle as 350 liras. I t takes up to three months to prepare a professional

wedding album, Uluçay also noted.

Gold prices
Mehmet Ali Yı ldırımtürk, a jeweler at Istanbul’s Grand Bazaar, said gold prices have decreased by 20 percent since September 2011 . Therefore, a quarter gold

coin, a gram loca, now sells for 1 50 liras, down from 1 80 liras, so consumers are now preferring to buy a quarter gold coin, which is 0.75 grams heavier than the 1

gram, 22 carat alternative.

Yı ldırımtürk added that gold sales have increased a bit since the wedding season is approaching. He also stressed that as the demand for gold increases, the gold

mint, which is usually able to print gold in two days, may experience an additional two to three-day delay, which in turn can be reflected as a price increase in gold.

And the flowers...
This year’s popular wedding flower is hydrangeas, said Recep Gedik, president of the Interflora Florists Association. Purple is the iconic color, he said.

Decorating a hall for a wedding ceremony usually costs between 1 2,000 and 1 5,000 liras, he said. The cost rises for larger halls. Flowers for each table at a

wedding cost between 1 00 liras and 350 liras, Gedik said.

“[Flower] prices vary globally in accordance with consumption,” he also said. “The spending on flowers per person in Europe i s around $1 00 annually. The figure

is $3 or $4 in Turkey.”

source Hurriyet.
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Women spend $2 billion at hairdressers in one year
Tayfun Ateşoğlu, a famous hairdresser, is seen with actress Berrak Tüzünataç
during an ad shooting for a shampoo brand.
Women’s hair salons have become a giant industry in Turkey thanks to fast
growth in the last five years that has netted the sector $2 billion in turnover.
Annual cosmetics expenditure per capita also rose to 26 euros, according to sector officials.

Some 1 2 mil l ion women frequented one of 25,000 hair salons in Turkey last year.

Nearly 46 percent of women had their hair dyed, with blond and reddish colors the most popular,

according to an industry professional.

“Hair salons create substantial employment. Some 1 05,000 people work in the sector. There is one hair salon for every 711 people in Turkey,” said Sertaç

Önen, the general manager of L’Oreal Professionnel. There are about 30,000 hair salons for men, he added.

Working women mostly visit hair salons, he said, adding that women living in big cities especial ly spared no expense on hair salon services.

“The share of businesswomen among people who go to hair salons is 65 percent. The rate is 25 percent for housewives,” he said.

He also said the number of students who regularly go to hair salons is on the rise. “Students constitute 1 0 percent of those who go to hair salons.”

The significance of the cosmetics sector is that it does not contract at times of economic crisis as women focus on cosmetics the most to make themselves

happy, according to Önen.

Source Daily Hurriyet.




